TODA EMBROIDERY
THE NILGIRIS ARE HOME to 18 tribal among whom the
Todas are the most distinct.Their language,though
Dravidian,has no script and their first contact outside their
region was when the East India company annexed the Nilgiris
in 1799.Todas are involved in agriculture and buffalo
rearing.The women embroider the traditional draped garment
called poothkuli or shwal.It is a thick white cotton cloth used
as a mantle by both men and women.The main material of
unbleached,white cotton is woven in a balanced weave
structure.On one end of the cloth three stripes-two of red and
one of black-are woven into it.It is in these stripes that the
embroidery is worked before the two lengths of the fabric are
sewn together.The darning stitch is used for embroidering
motifs and patterns.While formerly vegetable fibre was used
as threads,now embroidery threads are used.In the last
10years,a lot of funding from

A Toda womanb wearing the poothukul,which is worn over a
torp,full length wrap with a blouse worn underneath.

developmental organisations,has been provided to
these Toda settlements.Toda shawls are
embroidered by women and sold as part of an
income generating scheme for the community.The
embroidery on the shawls which is done on the
left of the black stripe(around the two red
stripes),is called the karnol,while the embroidered
pattern on the right is called the karthal.Of all the
embroideries,the one intended for funeral is
usually the most elaborate.The poothukuli is worn
by the Todas during their festivals and
funerals.Today,the women make other products
like bags and bed covers for the commercial
market.
1. Detail of the darning stitch or counted
thread embroidery.Patterns used in the
embroidery are similar to the ones used as
tattoo marks.
2. Darning stitch embroidery is done in
continuous bands along the width of the
fabric.Base fabric woven with the red and
black bands is used for making a
poothukuli.
3. Embroidery used on a new product such a
pounch.
4. Detail of embroidery on a poothukuli.The
base fabric is unbleached white cotton with
a balanced weave structure that enables the
artisan to count and embroider the pattern
which is done with a high degree of skill.

Production Clusters
Nilgiris distict:
Udagamandalam
Kotagiri
Products
Poothukuli-thick
mantle
Table linen
Shawls
Bed covers
Pouches
Bags
Embroidered patches
Tools
Sewing machine

